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Work Now

The COVID-19 pandemic forced changes to the workplace. Many 
employees learned how to perform the functions of their job in a new 
way during a difficult time, meeting the challenges head-on…
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You and Change

What kind of change are you currently experiencing at work?
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Stress and Change

Feelings of 
Uncertainty

Individual 
Differences

Consequences 
of Change

Varying Levels of Stress

4Wisse, B., & Sleebos, E. (2016). When change causes stress Effects of Self-construal and Change Consequences. Journal of Business Psychology, 31, 249-264. 



Resilience and Change

Stressor 
(organizational change)

Prestressor adjustment Positive adaptation

Resilience resources
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Ijntema, R.C., Ybema, J.F., Burger, Y.D., & Schaufeli, W.B. (2021) . Building resilience resources during organizational change: A longitudinal quasi-experimental field study. Consulting Psychology 
Journal: Practice and Research, 73(4), 302-324. 



Resilience

The process of adapting well in the face of adversity, trauma, tragedy, 
threats or significant sources of stress.

6American Psychological Association



Your Resilience

Your resilience is a combination of your genetics, your experience and 
your learned skills.
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Build Resilience
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Even though our resilience is always changing we can proactively build 
resilience by drawing on the components of our life we can control.

Depletion Surge



Build Resilience for Success

Confidence

Social
Support

Adaptability

Purpose

9Cooper, C., Flint-Taylor, J., & Pearn, M. (2013). Building resilience for success: A resource for Managers and Organizations. Palgrave Macmillan



Confidence and Strengths

How do you define a strength?
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Signature Strengths

Wisdom
Creativity
Curiosity

Open-
mindedness

Love of Learning
Perspective

Courage
Authenticity

Bravery
Persistence

Zest

Humanity
Kindness

Love
Social 

Intelligence

Justice
Fairness

Leadership
Teamwork

Temperance
Forgiveness

Modesty
Prudence

Self-regulation

Transcendence
Appreciation 

Excellence
Gratitude

Hope
Humor

Spirituality
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Seligman, M. E. P. (2002). Authentic happiness. Free Press



Confidence: Leverage Your Strengths

Strengths

Engaged

Self-
confidence

Higher 
probability 

of goal 
attainment

Vitality
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Social Support

Feeling cared for Access to direct or indirect help

Kossek, E.E., Pichler, S., Bodner, T., & Hammer, L.B. (2021). Workplace social support and work-family conflict: A meta-analysis clarifying the influence of general and work-family-specific 
supervisor and organizational support. Personnel Psychology, 64(2), 289-313. 13



Effective Social Support

The effectiveness of social support can depend on the match 
between the source, type, and timing and the needs and/or 

developmental level of the individual
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Social Connection
Four Key Social Networks

1. Your trust network (Who do you, or can you, confide in?)

2. Your advice network (Who do you turn for advice and guidance?)

3. Your information network (Who do you turn to for information you need?)

4. Your socializing network (Who do you like being with, having fun with?)
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Social Connection and Change
How can you benefit from social connection during organizational 

change?
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Adaptability
The Importance of Imagination

In times of stress, imagination can easily go away
But, like a muscle, it can be exercised and put into action when you need 

it.
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Active Adaptability
• Reflect (“rest-and-digest”)
• Ask active and open questions
• Be playful
• Share ideas
• Seek out the unexpected
• Try something new
• Stay hopeful

18https://hbr.org/2020/04/we-need-imagination-now-more-than-ever



Purpose

What is my purpose? What are my core 
values? What do I want to do?
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Own Your Purpose

“To live each day with…(chose one to three values, 
character strengths, or principles)…so that…(what 

living or working by these values will give you). I will do 
this (specific behavior(s) you will use to live by these 

values).”
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Purpose and Change

Crisis and stress can lead to a clear sense of purpose and an alignment 
of personal goals and values
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Purpose and Resilience

Purpose
Times of

Adversity

Better 
Orientation 

and  
Direction 

Limited 
Disruptions 

of 
Functioning
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Benefits



Purpose Impact

How can personal purpose and meaning impact times 
of change?
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Thank You!

“Character cannot be developed in ease and 
quiet. Only through experience of trial and 

suffering can the soul be strengthened, 
ambition inspired, and success achieved.” 

–Helen Keller
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OPM’s HR Strategy and Evaluation Solutions

Integrated 
assessments

Position 
classification

Organizational 
design

Succession 
planning

Transformation IQ

Develop innovative, 
efficient, and cost-
effective assessments for 
employee selection, 
promotion, and career 
development.

Accurately outline the 
foundation of your 
employees’ work with 
precise position 
descriptions and 
classification.

Mitigate risks to your 
mission by planning 
for, measuring, 
managing, and 
optimizing individual 
and team performance.

Achieve mission 
continuity by 
identifying future 
leaders to support 
knowledge transfer.

Reduce the tension and 
stress of restructuring 
by taking care of your 
people while optimizing 
your positions.

opm.gov/hrs |  AskHRS@opm.gov
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Thank you for your participation and service to our nation!
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